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PRE
SIDENT’S MESSAGE – Michael Chang

Aloha ASHRAE Ohana,

End-of-year holiday events are a great time to take a moment to

pause the day-to-day grind of our businesses to give appreciation

to those who have come before us, enjoy participation in the

community and redirect focus towards our families.

In a small way, our participation in ASHRAE Hawaii meetings

each month allows us to do these same three things all year long.

1. Appreciation of those

who have come before

us - I have developed

an appreciation,

through the monthly

meetings and

Historic section of

this newsletter, of the

contributions and

sometimes colorful

history of those who

have served before us

and who have

literally created the

industry that directly
Past Presidents in attendance at Christmas Party 2010 (from left
to right): Joseph Ting, Sam Gillie, Marites Calad, Victor
Russell, John Gesser, Bob Hann, Ken Richardson, and current
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Chapter President Michael Chang.
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Paul “Scotty” Scott

supports our families and the community where we live. There has been an

increase in the already great participation from the student chapters and each

month you get to see all accomplishments and impressive work we do, that we

sometimes take for granted, though their eyes each month.

2. Participation in the Community – Each month our meetings have provided the

attendees with education on relevant subjects presented by interesting speakers

who have delivered presentations with the right level of technical content to

stimulate discussion and follow up learning. Each meeting is a great

opportunity for relationship building, collaboration, and the sharing of

experiences that assist our

members in the important

work they do every day

President-Elect:
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through providing products,

services, critical skills and

workmanship that create and

maintain the critical building

infrastructures that modern

life depends on. This small

opportunity for learning each

month has a direct benefit to

the Hawaii community by our

members being just a little

better able to serve Hawaii’s

needs and contributing to the

State’s efforts to meet our

critical energy challenges.

3. Focus on our families – I have

learned that if you carve out

family time to participate in

ASHRAE Hawaii you are

forced to concentrate twice as

much that week on spending

quality time with your loved

ones. The Christmas party is

the one event where we get to

meet more family members

and this year was no

exception. We are not sure

what has been in the water,

but the Christmas party had
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Santa passing out gifts to seven daughters of ASHRAE members from four

families (2, 2, 2, 1) with one

more not being able to make

it at the last minute.

A mid-year thanks to our BOG and

Committee members who have

gone beyond the call of duty to

make the monthly meetings a

success.

Our focus has now turned to the

ASHRAE Hawaii Technical

Seminar and HVAC Products and

Services Show next March. The working theme of the event is Sustaining Efficiency

through O&M and Building Controls. We need your input so please contact Dean

Borges at deanborges@aol.com to find out how you can get involved and offer

suggestions of what subjects or speakers you would like to see.

Wishing you a happy holiday season and a prosperous and healthy new year!

Me ke aloha pumehana,

Michael

Mahalo to Santa for braving the surf and being

such a jolly fellow! (Where’s Mark Yamamoto

when you need him…?) 

mailto:deanborges@aol.com
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Next Board of Governors
Meeting:

Date: 27 January 2011 (Thurs)
Time: 11:30 am
Location: 1132 Bishop Street, Suite
1800 (Hawaii Energy Offices)

nnouncements:
 Nominations for Energy Projects

are needed (contact Bill Lee)

 HCES Engineers Week Exhibits:

19-22 Feb 2011 (Pearlridge

Shopping Center)

 Refrigeration Field Trip: 20 Jan

2011 (Mid-Pac)

 Tech Seminar and Product

Show: March 11, 2011 (UH

East-West Center)

 Moanalua HS Day: TBA

 Job Opening at Coffman

Treasure Hunt!!!

The Chapter is looking for the oldest:
● Consulting engineering firm.
● Installed controls system
● Installed AC system
● Longest ASHRAE membership in

Society/Chapter

http://www.wpclipart.com/holiday/4th_July/firecracker_2.png
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NEXT CHAPTER MEETING

Date: 13 January 2011 (Thursday)

Where: The Plaza Club (20th Floor, Pioneer Plaza Building, 900 Fort Street

Mall, Suite 2000)

Registration: Starts at 11:30am (Contact John Lau johnlau808@gmail.com

to RSVP)

Lunch Starts at 11:45am

Main Program from 12:30pm to 1:30pm (Ted Peck and the Status and

Direction of the Hawaii Energy Initiative)

Cost: $45 per ASHRAE member; $50 per guest; $55 @ door. Use the

PayPal button on our Chapter web site for convenient payment.

Different

location!!!

Limited to 50
people!!!

Research

Promotion

Luncheon!

mailto:johnlau808@gmail.com
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ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter – January 2011 Program

Status and Direction of the Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative

As you can guess by now, energy, energy

efficiency, and energy self-sufficiency has been

an on-going theme for our Society and Chapter

through the years with a special emphasis given

to recent years.

It’s our pleasure to host Mr. Theodore

“Ted” Peck as our main speaker for the January

2011 Chapter meeting. Ted, a former naval

engineer, consultant, and energy management

specialist, is the Hawaii State Energy Office’s

Administrator at the Department of Business,

Economic Development & Tourism (DBEDT). In this role Mr. Peck leads

numerous initiatives including the Hawai‘i Clean Energy Initiative

partnership between the state and U.S. Department of Energy, energy

planning, the shaping of the state's approach to renewable energy

permitting and facilitation, the state hydrogen program, the greenhouse gas

emission reduction task force, energy assurance planning, among other

strategic initiatives.

Mr. Peck has an extensive background in strategic planning. Prior to

working for the State, he was a Principal with Booz Allen Hamilton and led

the Honolulu office for its first five years. Within the firm, he led the

development of an understanding of the positioning of Hawai‘i as a prime

location for energy technology, innovation, investment, and transformation.

Under his leadership, the firm grew from a small presence to over 200

consultants supporting clients across the Pacific.

He graduated Cum Laude from the U.S. Naval Academy with a

bachelor's of science degree in physics; graduated in the top 5 percent from

the Naval Nuclear Power School; and received recognition as the top

graduate from the S1C Nuclear Power Training Unit. He qualified as a

Naval Nuclear Engineer with the second highest rating possible. He served

in various positions on the USS Flasher (SSN 613) and the USS Omaha (SSN

692) before affiliating with the US Navy Reserve.
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In 2004, he was selected as one of Pacific Business News "40 under

Forty," in 2006 was a Pacific Century Fellow, and in 2010 he was selected as

one of Hawaii’s 20 Leaders for the Next 20 Years by Hawaii Business

Magazine.

His topic will be The Hawai‘i Clean Energy Initiative that charts a

new path toward an energy-independent future for Hawai‘i. Today,

imported oil supplies 90% of Hawai‘i's energy. Hawai’i’s dependence on oil

threatens our most precious resources—the land, air, and water that sustain

us. And it places our economic security at risk. Simply stated, our current

way of meeting our energy needs is not sustainable. We must alter our

course.

A partnership between the state of Hawai‘i and the U.S. Department

of Energy launched in 2008, the Hawai‘i Clean Energy Initiative is bringing

together business leaders, policy makers, and concerned citizens committed

to leading Hawai‘i to energy independence.

Please join us for this informative meeting to hear directly from the

person who is laying the path for our energy future. Reservations are

limited so please reserve early.

Due to time constraints, we will not have a Do’s and Don’ts session to lead

off our January Chapter meeting. We’ll resume this feature later in the year.



Upcoming Chapte
10 Feb – The Willows,

Promotion Night)

11 Mar – Technical Sem

14 Apr – The Willows,

Night)

12 May – The Willows,

Night)

9 Jun – TBA, 5:30pm (

Upcoming BOG M
(1132 Bishop Street, S

Hawaii Energy Office

27 Jan 2011

17 Feb 2011

24 Mar 2011

28 Apr 2011

26 May 2011

23 Jun 2011
r Meetings:
5:30pm (Membership

inar and Product Show

5:30pm (Student Membership

5:30pm (Research Promotion
Page 8

Installation Night)

eetings:
uite 1800

at 11:30 am)
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“"If you want happiness for an hour – take a

nap. If you want happiness for a day – go

fishing. If you want happiness for a month –

get married. If you want happiness for a year

– inherit a fortune. If you want happiness for

a lifetime – help someone else.”

Chinese Proverb

From the Editor,

Happy New Year All!!

It’s the start of another year and new tidings abound. For some of

us, we’re glad 2010 is behind us and we’re looking forward to a better

2011. For others, we may have survived 2010 pretty well and look to build

on some successes into the new year. For a lucky group, we had a great

last year and hope this year continues to be kind to us. For all of you, I

hope this year is a prosperous, safe, healthy, and happy one full of cheer

and joy.

We’ve read or heard the news from around the world and may feel a

bit depressed with the negative side. I look at the positive side and

resolve to continue to fight to make it a good year. I can’t solve

everything but can take care of things within my grasp so my resolution is

to remain steadfast, honest, and persistent in my pursuit of doing my best

at whatever I take on.

What are your resolutions? Focus on family more? Treat your co-

workers with more patience? Remember to thank your customers for

their patronage? Perhaps to mentor a young engineer so he/she can

become a better professional? Whatever it is, I urge you to spend time

on the positive because we just don’t have time to dwell on the negatives!

Let’s toast to the start of another great year!

Kevin Saito, P.E. LEED AP

Chapter Newsletter Editor

Kevin.saito@trane.com
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National Engineers Week
SPONSORSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES
FEBRUARY 19-22, 2011

The Hawaii Council of Engineering Societies (HCES) will once again
be organizing events during 2011 Engineers Week that include a
luncheon, exhibit, and banquet. This year, the Engineers Week
Exhibits will be held at Pearlridge Shopping Center from February 19–
22, 2011. Static displays created by local companies or organizations
will be on exhibits throughout the week.

HCES is seeking sponsors to support 2011 Engineers Week events.
Your donations will ensure that we are able to achieve our goal of
bringing public attention to the work and contributions of engineers,
as well as cultivating interest in engineering, science, and math
among our youth.

Sponsorship of 2011 Engineers Week events will provide your
company or organization with excellent exposure! Your company’s or
organization’s logo will be displayed prominently at Pearlridge
Shopping Center for the duration of the Exhibit. In addition, your
company or organization will be recognized in the Wiliki as well as
during the 2011 Engineers Week luncheon and banquet.

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Gold $500

Silver $250

To explore other sponsorship opportunities, please contact Thomas Taam

at Thomas.taam@usace.army.mil or ttaam@yahoo.com
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NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
FEBRUARY 19-22, 2011

2011 SPONSORSHIP PLEDGE FORM

SPONSORING COMPANY:

Company Name

Contact Name

Street Address

City, State, Zip Code

Phone Fax

E-mail

SPONSORSHIP LEVEL:

 Gold ($500) $
 Silver ($250) $

(Please contact Thomas Taam at Thomas.taam@usace.army.mil or ttaam@yahoo.com for other
sponsorship opportunities.)

Total Sponsorship $

Authorized Signature: Date:

NOTE: To be included in printed promotional materials, completed sponsorship forms and
payment must be received no later than January 15, 2011.

Complete this form and make your check payable to “HCES”. Then, send the completed form & check to:
Samuel S. Dannaway, P.E.
720 Iwilei Road, Suite 412

Honolulu, HI 96817
Phone (808) 526-9019 ext. 111

Fax (808) 537-5385
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News of ASHRAE from around the ‘Net…

From EL Daily Newsletter, 22 Dec 2010

US Army Adopts ASHRAE Standard 189.1

U.S. Army officials issued their new sustainable design and

development initiative that incorporates requirements of the green building

Standard 189.1.

The policy applies to all construction and renovation of new buildings

and structures in the U.S. territories, permanent overseas Active Army

installations, Army Reserve Centers, Army National Guard facilities and

Armed Forces Reserve Centers. The footprint of the existing Army

buildings and structures worldwide covers more than 954 million square

feet.

Standard 189.1, published early in 2010 by ASHRAE in conjunction

with the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IES) and

USGBC, provides a green building plan for those who choose to design,

build and operate green buildings. The policy addresses site sustainability,

water use efficiency, energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality, and

the building’s impact on the atmosphere, materials and resources.

The Army’s policy sets a new approach to the design and construction of

efficient military construction projects and major renovations by using

Standard 189.1 as the baseline. The policy requires that facility construction

projects follow specified requirements and guidance in the standard. ”After

nearly four years of peer review and collaboration with various members of

industry, we are extremely pleased that the Army has taken up the

http://www.ashrae.org/publications/page/927
http://www.ashrae.org/pressroom/detail/17685
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initiative to incorporate the standard into its day-to-day practices,” said

Lynn G. Bellenger, ASHRAE president.

Link to original story: http://www.environmentalleader.com/2010/12/22/us-

army-adopts-ashrae-standard-189-1/

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2010/12/22/us-army-adopts-ashrae-standard-189-1/
http://www.environmentalleader.com/2010/12/22/us-army-adopts-ashrae-standard-189-1/
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Chapter Technology Transfer

Please feel free to contact me

ESIKAILUA@aol.com if you have any issues

pertaining to chapter programs, technology,

energy, refrigeration and governmental affairs

that need my attention immediately. Otherwise,

contact the following chairperson for the various sub-committees:

1. Chapter Programs Chair Blake Araki -blakea@hawaii.edu

2. Technology Chair Herman Siu - hsiu@trane.com

3. Energy Awards Chair William Lee – leeb@coffman.com

4. Refrigeration Chair Scott LaBeau - scott.labeau@dmghvac.com

5. Governmental Affairs Chair Barry Jim On -

bjimon@insynergyeng.com

Let us know if you have any technical subjects that we should consider for

our monthly meetings.

Mahalo. Scotty.

mailto:ESIKAILUA@aol.com
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Technology Awards Program

The ASHRAE Technology Awards recognize outstanding achievements by

members who have successfully applied innovative building design in the

areas of occupant comfort, indoor air quality and energy conservation.

Their designs incorporate ASHRAE standards for effective energy

management and IAQ. Performance is proven through one year’s actual,

verifiable operating data.

The purpose of the ASHRAE Technology Awards program is to:

1. Recognize ASHRAE members who design and/or conceive innovative

technological concepts that are proven through actual operating data;

2. Communicate innovative systems designs to other ASHRAE

members;

3. Highlight technological achievements of ASHRAE to others,

including associated professionals and societies worldwide, as well as

building and facility owners.

Each year the Society may present awards in seven categories: Commercial

Buildings (New and Existing); Institutional Buildings (New and Existing);

Health Care Facilities (New and Existing); Industrial Facilities or Processes

(New and Existing); Public Assembly (New and Existing); Residential (New

and Existing); Alternative or Renewable Energy Use.
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For each category a first, second, and honorable mention winner may be

named. Also, one of the category first place winners may be selected to

receive the ASHRAE Award of Engineering Excellence. The recipient will

have demonstrated the best overall compliance with the judging criteria .All

current members of ASHRAE and its Associate Societies may submit

entries. Entrants must have had a significant role in the design or

development of the project.

The 1st phase of competition is at the Chapter level, then the Regional level,

and finally at the Society level.

For the Chapter level – a simple short form application is all that is needed.

Chapter entries will be due in early March 2011

Please contact Bill Lee at 687-8884 or leeb@coffman.com for applications or

if you know of good projects that would be applicable.

mailto:leeb@coffman.com


ASHRAE HAWAII REFRIGERATION CHAIR

This year’s Refrigeration Tour

will be hosted by the Mid-Pacific

Institute in beautiful Manoa Valley on

20 January 2011 (Thursday) from 5:00

pm to 6:00 pm.

Mid-Pacific Institute is a pre-

Kindergarten through Grade 12

private school located in Manoa

Valley. There are over 1500 students

from all

states, a
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nd from other countries.

ed 140 years ago, Mid-Pac

ed as a college preparatory

addressing excellence

intellectual, social, cultural,

, and physical achievement.”

e tour will focus on the ice

hiller plant recently

ted for Mid-Pac that serves as

bone of their central air

ning strategy for the campus.

e tour will be conducted by

, Contracting Solutions

r, Trane Northwest District,

ing/attendees are limited.

ntact Scott at

eau@dmghvac.com to reserve

t!

Beau

mailto:scott.labeau@dmghvac.com
http://midpac.edu/images/mpi_map150.jpg
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Historical Committee Chairman: Joseph Ting, P.E., P.Eng.,

CxA

The following are articles prepared by past Hawaii

Chapter Presidents as encouraged by Chapter

Historian, Joseph Ting. To paraphrase a well known

quote of Bernard of Chartes, we stand on the shoulders

of giants…

ALOHA TO THE HAWAII CHAPTER OF ASHRAE
Frederick H. Kohloss, P.E., JD - 21st Chapter President (SY 1989-90)

When you’re 88, you have a lot of memories.

Some of my most treasured memories are of the

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and

Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) and most

of those memories are of Hawaii.

In 1955, I came to Hawaii. I attended the

University of Maryland and was in the ROTC

when the U.S. entered World War II. I received a

B.S. in Mechanical Engineering in January 1943

and, after Officer Candidate School, I was

commissioned a lieutenant in the Army Corps of

Engineers. I served in the 125th Armored Engineer Battalion of the 14th

Armored Division.

In 1944, I made the best decision of my life: I married Peggy just before I went

overseas. Our division fought in France and Germany. After the German

surrender, I joined a construction battalion in England. We sailed to the

Philippines and built barracks for the air corps. (The ship didn’t come near

Hawaii, stopping only in Panama and New Guinea.) After Japan’s surrender,

we sailed to Yokohama, and performed base maintenance at Tachikawa and

Yokota Air Bases. In 1946, I was shipped to Seattle (again going nowhere near
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Hawaii). I was then relieved from Army active duty at Ft. Meade, Maryland,

and met my year-old daughter Margee for the first time.

With the help of the G.I. Bill, I attended the Law School of George Washington

University (GWU) at night to study patent law. I had to have a job to support

my growing family, so starting in 1946, I taught engineering at GWU in the

daytime, while going to school at night. I graduated in 1949, with a J.D.

degree, but had found I didn’t like patent law.

As an instructor, and later an assistant professor at GWU, I taught courses in

thermodynamics & HVAC&R (heating, ventilating, air conditioning and

refrigeration). I joined ASHRAE’s predecessor society, ASRE in 1949. In 1949-

50, while I was still on the G.I. Bill, I took graduate mechanical engineering

courses at the University of Maryland during the evenings and weekends.

The University of Delaware had a resident summer program in 1950, which

with my U of Maryland credits, would leave me only to complete a thesis for

a master’s degree. University of Delaware let me prepare my thesis, while

teaching at GWU in 1950-1951. Titled “Design and Performance of

Evaporative Refrigerant Condensers”, it was accepted and I received the

Master of Mechanical Engineering degree in June 1951.

My family had grown by the addition of Charlotte and Eleanor, so in 1951, I

took a job as chief engineer of an air conditioning design & contracting firm in

Washington D.C., which represented Worthington. From 1951 to 1954, I

designed and we installed projects including the Washington Hotel, the

American Chemical Society Building, and the TV station WTTG.

The Cleveland Worthington distributor, Avery Engineering, was headed by

engineer, Lester Avery who had been installing industrial refrigeration and

air conditioning since the 1930s and had been president of ASHVE, the other

ASHRAE predecessor. Lester made me join ASHVE on my arrival in

Cleveland and enticed me to Cleveland by a big salary increase (to $8,000 a

year) serving his company as chief engineer. So, we moved to Cleveland in

1954. I liked the company and the city, but, our daughter Eleanor became

severe asthmatic. Our doctor said if you want this kid to survive, move to a

warm climate. Well, I put a classified ad in engineering magazines. Harold

Heide came to Cleveland and hired me in the fall of 1955.

Heide and Cook had the Hawaii York franchise. Joe Tanaka and Gil Salfen

had joined the firm when Heide got the franchise from Hawaii Tuna Packers.
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Harold Heide and Jack Cook were two honorable and competent plumbers,

and I learned a lot about plumbing and sheet metal work, while working

there.

Hawaii architects and engineers were losing large local and Pacific Ocean area

design job to mainland firms. At that point in time, Bob Belt of Belt Collins

and other civil engineers organized a partnership known as Belt Lemmon and

Lo, whose partners included Lemmon. A few years later, Lemmon Freeth and

Haines (now Architects Hawaii) was established to include Don Lo (structural

engineer), and Wynn Nakamura (electrical engineer). Bob Belt then

approached Frank Montgomery to set up a partner mechanical firm. Frank

didn’t want to leave Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO), so he and I started

Montgomery and Kohloss. I was full-time and Frank was part-time with the

firm. HECO kept promoting Frank so he never left. After four years, I gave

him one year’s notice of my intent to start my own firm, and he brought in

Nels Soderholm to replace me. Nels later added Lars Sorensen as a partner.

Belt Lemmon and Lo did the state capitol design and I did the preliminary

mechanical design of the capitol before leaving. While with Montgomery, I

taught thermodynamics at the University of Hawaii, School of Engineering.

Later, Jimmy Chou did an outstanding job teaching there and continued to

support ASHRAE.

Frederick H. Kohloss and Associates opened its door in 1961. I had made

friends in the design and construction field in my six years in Hawaii, and I

had been attending ASME and later ASHRAE Society meeting on the

mainland.

Through mutual friends, I became acquainted with Australia’s architect John

Buchan while visiting Melbourne. I did some design work there for Mr.

Buchan in 1962. In 1963, I opened a branch (actually a separate Australian

company) in Melbourne. My senior associate, Dick Hughes, moved to

Melbourne to run it. I made frequent visits, and owned an apartment there for

over twenty years. Australian engineers Trevor Tiller and later David Bibby

ran the branch. Both became active ASHRAE members. Dick Hughes returned

from Australia and worked many years in the Honolulu office, later in our

San Francisco office until he retired.

Our firm had a long-time Tucson branch and shorter-lived branches in San

Francisco, Cleveland, Denver, and Guam.
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Honolulu staff at times included (all ASHRAE members) Tsukasa Mukai

(now in Hilo), Randy Murayama, Tom Pressler, Rich Rauls, Kenneth Thom,

Mike Langer, and for the longest tenure, Primo Pablo. Mike Hattori was a key

associate for many years before opening his own office.

I’m proud that we had a stock ownership plan. All employees (after one

year’s service) shared all the company profits. After five years employment

an employee’s share was fully vested.

In Hawaii, we got a lot of help from manufacturer’s representatives. Initially,

there weren’t very many but I recall Von Hamm-Young, Lewers & Cooke, and

Honolulu Iron Works. Contractors: Air Engineering (Carrier), Heide & Cook

(York), and Oahu Plumbing (Worthington, later Trane) gave us application

data on products.

Van Darrow, Norm Baxter, and Lester Sen, respectively, were engineers at the

above contracting firms. Later, we did a lot of jobs with Continental

Mechanical, whose Dick Dearing, Bob Seelman and Sam Fujikawa, were all

ASHRAE stalwarts, and I have had the pleasure to deal with them. Carrier

Hawaii became the domain of John Arizumi, who was a leader in ASHRAE as

well as the engineering and contracting community. Trane also opened their

own office, and for over 30 years, Bob Hann was their outstanding

representative who gave great support to ASHRAE.

In controls, John Gesser of Johnson Controls Inc. became an ASHRAE fixture.

With the help of the above, Hawaii ASHRAE members plus engineer Bob

Hamilton, the Hawaii ASHRAE chapter was chartered in 1969.

Boyd Chee, a competent manufacturer’s representative, and his wife Dora,

joined Peggy and me at ASHRAE chapter meetings. Boyd served a term as

Society Director-At-Large. Lester Nakata was also active in the region and

society affairs, chairing the Society Refrigeration Committee.

A fine young engineer, Giovanni Chung, died tragically in a Manila hotel fire.

Giovanni had spearheaded getting my name into the ASHRAE Society

Officer’s nomination process. I served as Director, Treasurer, Vice-President,

President-elect, finally President in 1986-87.

In the late 1980s, we started closing branches as I gave thought to my

retirement. By 1990, we had only the Honolulu office.
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In 1991, my Melbourne friend Alan Scott, an ASHRAE member, who headed

the very large successful Australian firm of Lincolne Scott, came through

Honolulu and invited me to join him for a drink. He was looking to buy a U.S.

engineering firm. He and I worked out a deal. We would form a new Hawaii

firm, Lincolne Scott Kohloss that would be a Lincolne Scott subsidiary. He

would purchase the Kohloss firm’s assets from me; I would remain head of

the new firm, with a minority ownership. Our employees would receive

money for their stock accounts. Alan would bring in engineers from his firm,

and would gradually phase me out. Three Australian engineers, Mike Suttie,

John Whitmore, and John Fyfe then headed the firm with my assistance until

2001, when they didn’t need me anymore and politely eased me out.

By 2001, my Peggy was in the early stages of Alzheimer’s. In late 2002, we

moved to a retirement facility in Tucson where she received excellent care.

She passed away on October 6, 2009. We chose Tucson because we have

daughter Eleanor, and granddaughter Margaret Anne and her husband here,

the weather is pleasant, the facility is excellent, and the city is familiar. I don’t

do design, but I have been a consultant on a few Hawaii contract disputes; I

do miss Hawaii after 47 years.

I’m pleased that by efforts of people like Joseph Ting, Eric Nakagawa, Sam

Gillie and many others I didn’t mention, the ASHRAE spirit continues to

flourish.
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John L. Arizumi, P.E. – 16th President of Hawaii Chapter

When Society held its 1st meeting in Hawaii, John Arizumi was our Chapter’s 16th President in

Society Year 1984-85. Provided below is an overview of John’s professional career. His influence

in our community has continued to form and shape the HVAC industry in the State of Hawaii.

I joined ASHRAE in February 1974

while employed at Giovanni K.L.

Chung & Associates. Prior to joining the

firm, I worked for 4-1/2 years at Pearl

Harbor Naval Shipyard, Nuclear

Engineering Department, where I met

Randy Murayama for a brief period

until he got rifted. At that point in time,

we were both active ASME members.

At one of the ASME meetings, I told

him that I was interested to work in the

private sector. After he left the

Shipyard, he joined Fred Kohloss as consulting mechanical engineer and he

referred me to Giovanni Chung, who was already a very active stalwart of

ASHRAE along with Boyd Chee, Dick Dearing, John Gesser, Bob Hamilton,

Jack Lindsay, and Lester Sen.

It was during the Vietnam War when I graduated from college in January

1969. I was working at the Shipyard under a defense deferment and, at the

same time pursuing my graduate degree in mechanical engineering at night

school. I received my Master of Science degree and got married to Janice in

June 1971. In August 1972, I received my PE license. It was then that I

decided to leave my government job.

As a consulting engineer with Giovanni Chung & Associates, I realized I

did not enjoy all the different aspects of mechanical design and wanted to

specialize in one specific field. I chose air conditioning and refrigeration,

because it offered the most creativity and flexibility. Thereafter, I joined

American Equipment, which was then the Carrier distributor in July 1975.

As I was a sales engineer at Carrier at that point in time, Bob Hann & John

Weeks were at Trane, Bill Nickels at York, Joe Dolan at McQuay, and Bill

Maguire at the Applied Division of Carrier. In September 1975, I made my
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first trek back to Carrier Corporation in Syracuse, New York, and attended

my first sales meeting together with Joe Tanaka, American Equipment

president. When I returned, I remember telling Janice that I had found my

dream job and Carrier would be my career.

In 1976, Jimmy Chou, UHM professor of mechanical engineering, who was

also my graduate school advisor, requested that I should teach an

introductory course in air conditioning fundamentals for the UH College of

Continuing Education. In order to obtain my graduate degree in mechanical

engineering specializing in HVAC, I should teach this 2-credit hour, 10

weeks course. The class, whose students consisted of mechanical and

electrical engineers, building engineers, architects, contractors, and real

property managers, was supposed to be taught for one year. Nonetheless,

the class continued for the next 18 consecutive years and finally ended only

in 1993 due to my increased workload and business travels with Carrier.

In 1978, at the coaxing of Giovanni and the rest of the ASHRAE Hawaii

board members, I accepted the nomination as a board of governors. I was

flattered to find out that they were grooming me for the presidency in the

1984-85 Society Year, when Hawaii was to hold its first ASHRAE Annual

Meeting. By thence, Hawaii Chapter members’ participation was at its all-

time high. Our monthly meetings at the Flamingo Chuckwagon averaged

50-60 in attendance and had reached over 100 attendees on several

occasions. With the help of Society General Chairman Dick Dearing, all his

sub-committee chairmen (Sam Fujikawa, John Gesser, George Hamilton,

Bob Hann, Ken Hsu, Frank Lum, and Dick McElhiney), many volunteer

members and their spouses, we pulled off the biggest and best summer

meeting. That year, our own Fred Kohloss became the Society President-

elect. This was an exciting time in ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter. Unfortunately,

Giovanni Chung had passed away in February and never saw his dream

came to fruition.

The following year in 1986, I served as the chairman for Pacific Coast

Electrical Association (PCEA) bi-annual conference.

In 1984, just as I started by term as ASHRAE Hawaii president, American

Equipment Co. was purchased back by Carrier Corp. and was renamed

Carrier Hawaii. It consolidated distribution and the applied division. They

made me its general manager. Seven years later in September 1990, together
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with Robert Pascua and a third partner, who retired in 2003, we purchased

the Carrier distributorship from Carrier Corp. It is one of my best career

decisions in my life.

It’s been 20 years since the purchase and 35 years with Carrier. What started

as a dream career became a reality. Truly, I was blessed with the most

rewarding career with Carrier, ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter, and this great

HVAC Industry.
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John Gesser – 7th President of Hawaii Chapter (SY 1975-76)

When John Gesser became Hawaii Chapter President on July 1, 1975, the Vietnam War has just

ended and Richard M. Nixon has resigned as President of United States due to the Watergate

scandal. ASHRAE Standard 90-1975 was first introduced to the public as the standard of care

for energy conversation.

During Sam Gillie’s term as president,

the “Senior Moment” was introduced.

Past presidents were requested to share

their moments. John Gesser started his

Senior Moment by wondering what he

would say as compared to Boyd Chee’s

Senior Moment delivered about a month

prior to his delivery. He said he was

holding just one sheet double spaced.

Just a moment ago at the table he had

been asked, "So what was it like (WAY) back in the day when he was

President of Hawaii Chapter? They didn’t say "WAY," but that’s what John

heard in his mind. John said "Gosh, that did make me feel OLD!" But he

took the question seriously. "What was it like? It was FUN!" They used to

have great times at those Chapter meetings. They are certain Chapter

members, who will remain anonymous, fell off the table from drinking too

much. John added, "Those days are gone forever! Thank GOD!" John said

his Senior Moment won’t be that dramatic, but he feels he is lucky to be

living in Hawaii. He is proud to be a member of ASHRAE and even

prouder to be an American.

John commented "Maybe this talk should be titled "Johnny on the spot!" His

career has taken many individual jumps and jogs and he has just been lucky

to be there at the right moment. It all started (way) back in the sixties. John

commented that he didn’t see too many faces in the audience who were

even born then. He was living in a small apartment in Milwaukee and on

Friday nights, they used to get Fish Fries, which was all they could afford to

eat in Milwaukee. But, he was lucky to have a good marriage and a wife

ready to move. Milwaukee was a place where in the winter you had to

shove your car out in the morning and shove your car back in at night.
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On one of those nights, he was having a few drinks with his friends. He

didn’t tell us how many was a few drinks back then. One of the guys said,

"Johnson Service Company was looking for Sales Engineers." John had

spent a couple of years on the drafting boards for AO Smith Engineering

Services and knew that he wasn’t cut-out to be a draftsman. So, he was

"Johnny on the Spot" and took what looked like an advance for him and

went with Johnson. In a couple of months, he found himself and his family

on their way to Seattle. He worked for the next four years between Seattle

and Los Angeles. Then, he left Johnson Service and went to Johnson

Controls. It had nothing to do with wanting to change careers at that time.

He actually had been thinking about getting out of engineering and doing

something else. But Johnson offered a "Thank God!!" option. The first one

was Tulsa, Oklahoma and the second was to set up an engineering office in

Honolulu, Hawaii. John went home to discuss this matter with his wife. It

wasn’t even a question in his wife’s mind.

It was in 1965 and he took a three year contract with Johnson to startup the

Honolulu office. With a couple of extensions, ten years flew by. It was the

best of times to be in Honolulu. He and his wife saw the best of the "old"

Waikiki acts… "The best ever existed." Don Ho was just coming up as a star

and Stirling Mossman was performing at the Barefoot Bar.

The Chapter was formed in the late sixties. (September 10, 1969). John

participated in the formation of the chapter as chartered member while at

Johnson Controls. His wife got a good speech therapy position with the

State DOE. His son made the All-State Football team from Kaiser High

School as a receiver. Then, Johnson wanted him to move back to the

mainland. How could he ever leave paradise? He stayed, but had to go

independent.

“When you go independent and don’t really know what you’re doing, it

makes for interesting times.” He had a couple of product lines, one of which

was Alpha Laval heat exchangers. They were the first plate heat exchangers

in the Islands. He had no idea what was going on. One night, suffering with

no cash flow for a few years, he got a check from Alpha Laval for $7,000.

He’d never had a check that big in his life. Someone had sold a big job at

Pearl Harbor. It bailed him with his Diners Club Card. But it wasn’t until

the 80's that his cash flow started to improve. At that time, he had the York
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line and the York centrifugal chillers dominated 60% to 70% of the

Hawaiian market. Then, York moved the dealership to Heide & Cook

Limited, and to Ferguson and in the past years to ACS Supply… John was

supposed to retire, but he didn’t. He continues to generate the cash flow so

that he can take those vacations that were out of their reach during the first

35 years.

John thinks he was lucky "Johnny on the Spot" but credits his wife with

getting them through the lean times and owes her some kudos for the good

decisions they have made throughout the years. He ended with an advice -

"A good marriage is like a bridge game, you’ve got to have a good partner

or a good hand." It sounds like John had both.
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Boyd Chee – 11th President of Hawaii Chapter (SY 1978-79)

When the 2nd World War occurred in 1945, Boyd Chee has just turned nineteen and started as a

mechanic apprentice in the HVAC Industry. It took him about 33 years to become our Chapter

President in 1978. Boyd has certainly paid his dues and went on to serve as Society Director-At-

Large (DAL) in the 80s.

Every Senior Moment has a beginning, so

Boyd started from the beginning. Boyd

lived in a neighborhood and at a time

when it was almost impossible that

anyone went to college, because it was

just after the great depression and prior to

WWII. The most a person could expect

was to get out of high school and go to

work. Boyd said he saw an advertisement

for an air conditioning mechanic. Just out

of curiosity, he went and applied. It

happened that this man was the maintenance man for Von Hamm Young

and he knew his mother and sister. He said to Boyd, “You don’t want this

job.” But Boyd was still curious, and the man took him through the whole

plant. Boyd was impressed and air conditioning seemed a great way to go.

Along came the war and Boyd was too young to get into the service. He

applied to colleges all across the country and found out California

Polytechnic State University (a.k.a. Cal Poly) had an air conditioning

department. University of California at Berkley only had a 4-years option.

He applied to Cal Poly and got accepted thus spending only three years. He

then went to the University of Hawaii his last year of college.

Many years later, Cal Poly has become a 4-years college. “1st year was

refrigeration, 2nd year was heating & ventilation, 3rd year was specialty

freezing like quick freezing, and 4th year was air conditioning.” While he

was at Cal Poly, there were four semesters per year: Fall, Winter, Spring

and Summer. Boyd paid only $5 per quarterly semester for his tuition. He

did well for himself as he had jobs in the cafeteria as well as in the

dormitory of Cal Poly.
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Until Boyd came back to Hawaii, he did not realize that enrolling at UHM

was the greatest deal for the local kid from Hawaii, as he was paying out-

of-state tuition in California. By going to school locally, Boyd has made a

tremendous saving.

During his first 3 years at Cal Poly, Boyd came home to Hawaii in the

summer. One summer, he got a job in a sheet metal shop, and he was

surprised they actually let him cut sheet metal. Boyd thought he would be

the guy sweeping the floors all summer. The summer thereafter, he got a

job with Von Hamm Young and his chore was simply to sweep floors and

knock down stuffs. With a bit of his luck, Boyd was volunteered by the

shop foreman to do drafting, because the designer at Von Hamm Young

was on duty at the National Guard and no one was available to do their

drawings. Boyd thought it was a lot better than sweeping floors, so he took

this opportunity. As he did such a good job, Boyd was offered a full time

job after he finished school. That’s how Boyd started in the air conditioning

business.

After WWII ended, there were only three companies related to A/C

business: Von Hamm Young (headed up by Jack Carlton) distributed Frick

and Chrysler products; Hawaiian Plumbing (headed by Ned Arledge)

distributed Carrier products; Hawaiian Tuna Packers (headed by John Kerr)

distributed York products. Hawaiian Tuna Packers manufactured ice for

sale to the fishing industry as well as for public consumption. When

Hawaiian Tuna Packers went out of business, Heide and Cook was named

as York’s distributor. Soon later, Harold Heide invited Fred Kohloss (21st

President) to join Heide & Cook. A few years later, GE distributor was

established by W. A. Ramsey, a subsidiary of American Factors (headed by

Henry Wilson).

During those days, the A/C products were distributed by contractors. “If

the contractors couldn’t hack it, too bad the manufacture got zilch”. Francis

Sen of Oahu Plumbing decided to get into the A/C business. Jack Carlton

left Van Hamm Young and joined Oahu Plumbing to distribute Trane and

Worthington products. It was noted that Karl Bowman (3rd President) and

Lester Sen (8th President) became active players at Oahu Plumbing.

Right after the War, the State Department of Health (DOH) started to

regulate the public areas to ensure that fresh air was provided and exhaust
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air was taken out of public toilets. To implement its policy for public health,

DOH scrutinized the heating and cooling calculation performed by design

engineers to ensure proper ventilation for public toilets thus requiring all

drawings be stamped by architects regardless of their knowledge-based on

ventilation, plumbing and/or mechanical HVAC. Eventually, DOH revised

their procedures and changed their policy to have the licensed mechanical

engineers stamped the air conditioning drawings. That said, Boyd was

compelled and motivated to take the P.E. exam and obtain his professional

license.

At that point in time, Jack Son headed up DOH and the only consultants in

town were Bob Hamilton and Fred Kohloss. Fred was then the consulting

engineering partner of Frank Montgomery, who decided not to quit his day

job at Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO). Nels Soderholm (5th President)

& Lars Sorenson (Charter member & past officer) were Frank’s successors.

Bob Hamilton (1st President) came to work for Honolulu Electrical Products,

which was wholly owned by HECO. Bob, a former Westinghouse engineer,

started later his own consulting firm, Robert E. Hamilton Company.

Boyd noted that “It was interesting prior to the implementation of State’s

Rules & Regulations. If the bid for a building was below budget, the State

officials would say ‘Whoo, we can afford air conditioning’ and would turn

the plans over to one contractor, who would design the system for free and

the plans went out to bid to all competitors of the said contractor. Of course,

you would try to block the other guys from getting the job by specifying

something they couldn’t furnish. Plans and specifications didn’t mean

much to contractors, and the consulting engineers eventually changed the

old school of thoughts.” That’s how Boyd Chee remembered the air

conditioning business started in Hawaii prior to and after the 2nd World

War.


